Building responsive and resilient health systems is an imperative for the global health community. A resilient health system can absorb the shock of an emergency while continuing to provide regular health services. Most frameworks for building resilient health systems that effectively respond to disease outbreaks focus on enhancing preparedness or response capacity prior to an emergency or to strengthen health systems after the emergency, typically during the recovery phase. Indeed, many aspects of outbreak response lay the groundwork for health system strengthening (HSS), such as enhancing surveillance systems and training the workforce. Over the last two decades, numerous mechanisms, frameworks and agreements have been developed to promote health systems that are resilient to outbreaks and major health emergencies, such as the International Health Regulations (IHR)—an agreement between 196 countries to work together to mitigate global health security threats and a cornerstone of efforts aimed at ensuring sufficient health system infrastructure to detect, assess and report major events impacting public health.

Through the IHR, in 2016 the Joint External Evaluations were created to identify critical gaps within health systems and prioritise actions to enhance preparedness and response within a country.

There is not yet a framework, toolkit or formalised targets for HSS activities during outbreaks. While these activities are already taking place during response efforts, they are often considered low priority among a host of challenges and/or are given limited financial support. There remains an opportunity to more systematically strengthen health systems during outbreak response (particularly in the early to mid-stages) when there is heightened attention and available resources. Here, we discuss the need for a paradigm shift to include HSS as a key component integrated into outbreak response and provide insights into how this shift can be accomplished, with particularly important implications for the current COVID-19 pandemic.

During outbreaks, ministries of health and other national and international responding
organisations are routinely provided with financial and/or human resources support by internal or external funding bodies. For example, during the current COVID-19 pandemic the USA approved a US$2 trillion-dollar stimulus bill, of which US$157 billion was directly allocated to the health system and research. While it is critical and ethically necessary to prioritise immediate response activities, the organisational infrastructure, capacity and networks which typically result from these investments could be leveraged to also strengthen health systems, in particular those components that are directly impacted during the outbreak, such as health information systems, healthcare services, medical and public health workforce, supply chain management and essential medicines and vaccines. Strengthening these components during the acute response may require additional resources but, in the long-term, would likely result in cost-savings when system efficiency and effectiveness improve. This approach would strengthen the health system, promote sustainability of the emergency investment and increase resilience against future emergencies.

An ongoing challenge is to ensure the sustainability of the investments post-response. Lessons could be learned from industries, such as military, nuclear, oil and gas and aviation that have similar high-pressure and complex environments as the biomedically oriented institutions and experience major events and disasters, and have used methodologies to effectively address acute challenges while building better, more sustainable systems and processes along the way. Methodologies like systems analysis and applied systems thinking could be adapted and used during an acute response to both further enhance response effectiveness and strengthen health systems.

We have identified 10 activities that could be implemented during health emergencies to ensure that health systems are strengthened during the response. While some activities can be applied on subnational and national levels, others may be best suited to regional or international scales.

1. Inclusion of health system experts in Emergency Coordination Centres, or country equivalent, from the onset of the emergency response.
2. Ensuring that response teams, usually and appropriately multidisciplinary, include personnel with the skills to assess and incorporate elements of HSS into the response, such as project managers, data analysts, engineers, and experts in health systems and applied system methodologies.
3. Developing a network and community of thought leaders and/or contributors who can provide support and innovative ideas for HSS during outbreaks. Examples of effective networks in related domains include the R Epidemics Consortium (www.repidemicsconsortium.org/) and the WHO’s Emerging Diseases Clinical Assessment and Response Network (www.who.int/csr/edcarn/en/).
4. Developing a toolkit focused on strengthening health systems during an outbreak, including metrics of health system performance, in order to provide guidance for outbreak response teams to ensure HSS actions are considered as a priority when responding to outbreaks.
5. Developing a cadre of health professionals with expertise in both HSS and outbreak response to integrate these activities.
6. Conducting operational and implementation research during health emergencies to understand which interventions, strategies and tools provide the best outcomes for both the acute response and strengthening of health systems and to facilitate immediate policy relevance and scalability.
7. Adjusting already existing HSS frameworks to provide guidance for outbreak response settings and developing the associated performance metrics.
8. Including funds for HSS in outbreak response budgets. While this would increase short-term costs, these would likely be easily offset by the future gains that strengthened health systems would provide in disease prevention.
9. Targeting communications and advocacy efforts to appeal to political leaders and affected communities, highlighting the importance of health system resilience and the need to focus on associated activities during health emergencies.
10. Aligning outbreak response activities with HSS goals to ensure acute response challenges are met while also ensuring sustainability of efforts.

Several conditions will enable the adoption of such an approach. These include strong national leadership and governance, donor partner and national policies designed to absorb an influx of funds during the response for both acute and long-term system strengthening activities, including the prioritisation of funding to activities that support both activities, good communication and support between the teams involved in the outbreak response and HSS activities, open sharing of data and other relevant information to allow for integrated solutions, and a growth mindset. Furthermore, institutional support and buy-in from partners involved in the response is crucial to ensure that funding is available to sustain the activities both during the acute emergency and afterwards.

Outbreaks which create uncertain, complex and dynamic environments provide an opportunity to adopt systems thinking and new approaches to simultaneously and effectively strengthen health systems during the response. Furthermore, they serve as catalysts for garnering both political and public support for HSS efforts. The COVID-19 outbreak presents such an opportunity, as critical health system bottlenecks are being exposed in high-income, middle-income and low-income countries alike. In a globalised society in which diseases with epidemic and pandemic potential are increasing, a paradigm shift is needed to ensure that every opportunity to strengthen health systems is taken.
is used to ensure a rapid, effective response to the current threat while building responsive, resilient and sustainable health systems that keep populations healthy in the long term.
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